A new multi-view sparse representation classification (SRC) algorithm based on joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning (MSRC-JSDC) is proposed for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image classification. Unlike most existing sparse representation methods for SAR image classification, MSRC-JSDC learns a supervised sparse model from training samples by utilizing sample label information, rather than directly employs a predefined one. Moreover, a supervised classifier is jointly designed during dictionary learning, which can further promote the classification performance compared with unsupervised reconstruction based classifier. In the meantime, to enhance the representation capability of the sparse model, classification error is back propagated to the dictionary learning procedure to optimize dictionary atoms. In order to extract more recognition information from collected SAR images, a multi-view strategy is applied in testing stage. A new sparse constraint is introduced into multi-view sparse representation procedure so that both inner correlation and complementary information among multiple views can be extracted. This is helpful for alleviating the influence of SAR image's sensitivity on classification performance in such challenging scenarios as large depression variation and noise corruption. Extensive experiments on the moving and stationary target acquisition and recognition (MSTAR) database demonstrate that the proposed method is more robust and performs better than some state-of-the-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging technology, the potential application of highresolution SAR images has attracted concern in many fields [1] . Among them, automatic target recognition (ATR) based on SAR images is a hot and meaningful research topic in the field of radar and remote sensing. In the past few years, many SAR ATR algorithms have been presented and most of them can achieve satisfactory recognition performance under standard operating condition (SOC) [2] , [3] . These algorithms can be generally categorized into two types: template-based and model-based.
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In template-based algorithms [4] , the template library, which consists of a mass of samples collected from various scenarios, plays an important role for recognition tasks. The samples in the library are either SAR images or features extracted from SAR images. The identity of a query sample is decided according to a given matching criteria. Although template-based algorithms have been widely applied to SAR ATR in early days, they are somewhat inefficient due to requirement of large storage and complex computation. By contrast, model-based methods have gained increasing popularity in SAR ATR recently owing to its low storage, high efficiency and robustness. For instance, some physical and mathematic models such as scattering center [5] , [6] , non-negative matrix factorization [7] , [8] and geometrical characteristics [9] have been studied and applied to SAR ATR. Some manifold learning algorithms are also VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ very popular in SAR ATR [10] , [11] . Moreover, deep learning has developed rapidly in the last few years and been applied to ATR recently [12] - [15] . It is well known that deep learning and traditional machine leaning work with two different learning mechanisms. The former is a self-learning method whose learning capacity depends on network structure and parameters optimization, while the latter is to learn handcrafted features according to predetermined rule. Although deep learning has demonstrated its excellent performance in a lot of applications, it is facing with some challenges in SAR ATR such as limited training data and real-time processing requirement.
Although some remarkable advances have been achieved in SAR ATR, robust feature extraction is still an urgent and challenging issue [16] , especially under various extended operating conditions (EOCs). To deal with this problem, people have studied and attempted numerous different methods. Sparse representation based classification (SRC) is among the most representative ones [17] . In [18] , SRC is applied to SAR ATR for the first time and shows its effectiveness and huge potential. After that, various methods based on SRC have been proposed for SAR ATR. For example, a multiscale monogenic signal based sparse representation method is proposed to extract different scale discriminant features from SAR images [19] . A multi-resolution based on joint sparse representation classification method is proposed in [20] , and an information coupled sparse representation algorithm is proposed in [21] by fusing target image, target shadow and original image. A two-stage sparse representation algorithm is proposed by fusing manifold learning and sparse representation theory in [22] .
In these SRC-based ATR algorithms, the sparse model is predefined and the dictionary is directly stacked using training samples. However, recent researches have shown that a sparse model which is learned from training samples can obtain better representation ability than a predefined one [23] - [26] . Based on this idea, some dictionary learning methods have been proposed for SAR ATR recently. For instance, label-consistent K singular value decomposition (LC-KSVD) [27] dictionary learning algorithm based on amplitude feature and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors fusion is proposed in [28] . Sparsity and Low-rank dictionary learning for monogenic signal is presented in [29] .
More recently, several multi-view algorithms have been proposed to extract more recognition information from different views or sensors. Experimental results show their superiority over single-view ones in patter recognition areas. For example, in [30] and [31] , feature learning from multiple views is integrated into dictionary learning procedure. Also, a multi-view low-rank dictionary learning algorithm is proposed to enhance the robustness in noise corruption environment [32] . However, most existing SAR ATR methods are still based on single view, yet recognition information extracted from single view is usually limited. Particularly, it is extremely challenging to extract discriminative information from single view under some EOCs. In the early days, several multi-view SAR ATR methods have been proposed. They firstly classify each view separately using traditional single-view model, and then use methods such as D-S evidence [33] , Bayesian multi-view classifier [34] and principal component analysis (PCA) fusion strategy [35] to fuse all single-view classification results. These multi-view methods can achieve better performance than single view methods, however, they ignore the relationship among multiple views and mainly rely on single-view classification model.
To overcome the limitation of single-view recognition, joint sparse representation classification (JSRC) based on multi-view is presented for SAR ATR in [36] . JSRC can extract inner correlation among multiple views, which makes it perform better than previous approaches in most scenarios. However, JSRC restricts the interval of multiple views into a small range, which is difficult to realize in most real SAR scenarios. To improve this deficiency, multi-view SAR ATR with joint sparse representation over locally adaptive dictionary algorithm is proposed [37] , [38] , which can relax the restraint of JSRC to some extent. Nevertheless, it needs to update the locally adaptive dictionary online during testing stage, which is usually time-consuming and undesirable for practical applications. Moreover, inner correlation among randomly captured multiple views of the same target becomes weaker under EOCs. To sum up, current multi-view SAR ATR algorithms are still facing significant challenges under EOCs.
In this paper, we propose a new multi-view SRC algorithm based on joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning (MSRC-JSDC) for SAR image classification. In the training stage, a joint learning strategy is introduced to obtain a discriminative dictionary and classifier simultaneously. On one hand, a supervised dictionary is obtained by utilizing sample label information in training stage. Particularly, the dictionary learning process is optimized by making use of the backpropagation of classification error, which gives rise to a more discriminative sparse model than conventional ones. On the other hand, a supervised classifier is designed jointly during the dictionary learning, which is more superior to conventional reconstruction-based classifiers for SAR ATR. In the test stage, a new sparse constraint is introduced to multiview sparse representation. More specifically, multiple views can flexibly select representation atoms from the learned dictionary at class-level, so that the proposed MSRC-JSDC is able to extract both inner correlation and complementary information among multiple views, which is beneficial to SAR ATR under EOCs.
The major contributions and innovations of our work are as follows:
• A new multi-view SRC algorithm based on joint dictionary and classifier learning is developed for SAR ATR.
• In our proposed algorithm, a supervised sparse model and classifier is jointly learned by using the class label information of training samples.
• A multi-view strategy is applied to extract more recognition information in testing phase. To be specific, a new sparse constraint is introduced into the multiple views sparse representation procedure to flexibly select representation atoms at class-level so that both inner correlation and complementary information among multiple views can be extracted.
• One biggest difference between our method and the better-known LC-KSVD lies in that our method utilizes classification error to adjust dictionary learning so that a more discriminative sparse model can be obtained, while LC-KSVD does not.
• Compared with the available methods designed for SAR ATR, the experimental results demonstrate that our proposed MSRC-JSDC obtains higher recognition performance on the benchmark MSTAR database and show more robustness under many challenging scenarios such as large depression angle variation, configuration recognition, noise corruption and so forth.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work is reviewed. In Section III, the proposed MSRC-JSDC is introduced in detail. Extensive experiments are carried out on the MSTAR database in Section IV. Section V draws the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK A. SPARSE REPRESENTATION BASED CLASSIFICATION (SRC)
Sparse representation is based on the assumption that a sample from i-th class can be approximately represented as a linear combination of dictionary atoms from the same class. Therefore, a sample x belonging to i-th class can be represented as
where D i is the dictionary corresponding to the i-th class, and a i is the sparse representation vector of x over D i . However, the identity of x is usually unknown. In this case, x can be approximately represented with respect to the whole dictionary D=[D 1 , D 2 , · · · , D C ] by enforcing a sparsity constraint on the sparse representation vector a, where C is the number of target types. Therefore, x is represented aŝ
where ||a|| 0 is the number of non-zero elements in a and is the allowed error tolerance. (2) is a non-deterministic polynomial (N-P) hard problem due to the existence of nonconvex 0 norm constraint. Some greedy algorithms such as matching pursuit [39] and relaxed reformations [40] are employed to solve it.
After obtaining the sparse representation vector â, the identity of x is decided by computing which class dictionary could result in the minimum reconstruction error. The classification rule is defined as
where δ i (â) keeps only elements associated with i-th class while sets others to zero in â.
. . ,M) be M views of an unknown target. These views can be reconstructed together over a predefined dictionary D according to the following model:
Let X=[x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x M ] and A=[a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a M ], we can rewrite (4) asÂ
where ||A|| F represents the Frobenius norm of A, ||A|| 0 sums up the non-zero elements of A and K is the sparsity level. Clearly, the relationship among multiple views is not exploited in (5) , since ||A|| 0 is decomposable over each column (view). In order to overcome the above mentioned limitation, one can assume that multiple views of the same target share a common sparse pattern at atom-level. Based on this assumption, multiple views can select the same atoms over the predefined dictionary for sparse representation while the coefficients corresponding to the same atom may be different for each view. This can be achieved by realizing the following optimization problem with 0 \ 2 norm regularization [36] aŝ
where ||A|| 0 \ 2 is the mixed-norm of matrix A, which can be solved by first applying 2 -norm on each row of A and then applying 0 -norm on the resulting vector. Greedy algorithms such as simultaneous orthogonal matching [41] and CoSOMP method [42] can be used to solve the problem in (6) . After obtaining Â, the identity of query target is assigned according to the minimum multi-view reconstruction error criteria, which is similar to SRC.
III. MULTI-VIEW SRC BASED ON JOINT SUPERVISED DICTIONARY AND CLASSIFIER LEARNING
In this section, we propose a new classification algorithm named multi-view SRC based on joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning (MSRC-JSDC) for SAR image classification. The whole algorithm can be split into two parts: (i) joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning in training stage; (ii) multi-view sparse representation in testing stage. The details are described as below. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. JOINT SUPERVISED DICTIONARY AND CLASSIFIER LEARNING Given a pair (x, y), where x is the training sample and y is the class label of x. Suppose the total number of target types is C and x is from the c-th (c = 1, · · · , C) class. According to the sparse representation theory, x can be represented as a sparse coefficient vector a * over a perdefined dictionary D=[D 1 , D 2 , · · · , D C ] by enforcing the relaxed l 1 -norm sparse constraint on a * [43] a * (x, D) = arg min
where λ 1 is a regularization parameter to balance the accuracy of reconstruction error and the sparsity level, λ 2 is also a regularization parameter that makes (7) strong convex.
As previously mentioned, a better sparse model can be obtained over a learned dictionary instead of a predefined dictionary. Besides, the label of each training sample is generally known, which can be utilized to learn a more discriminative sparse model. Also, a supervised classifier is more beneficial to classification tasks than unsupervised classifiers. Taking all these three factors into consideration, a joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning algorithm is introduced to obtain an optimal dictionary and classifier simultaneously.
Basically, we propose to solve the following minimum classification error problem:
where D = [D 1 , · · · ,D C ] is the dictionary to be learned, W = [W 1 , · · · ,W C ] is a set of classifier's parameters, υ is a regularization parameter to avoid overfitting, and f (•, •) is a convex function defined as
where l is a classification loss function. Usually, l can be chosen as the square logistic function, or hinge loss function from support vector machines.
The main difficulty to solve (8) lies in the nondifferentiability of a * (x,D). In fact, a * (x,D) can be obtained from (7) . In this paper, we solve (7) by using least angle regression (LAR) [44] . Once a * (x, D) is obtained, the objective function in (8) becomes differentiable, and D and W can be computed iteratively using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm [45] .
The differentiability of f (D,W) on D and W is
where β * is an intermediate variable related to (x, y), W and D. With initial zero, β * can be computed according to the following recursive formula,
Algorithm 1 Joint Supervised Dictionary and Classifier Learning
Input: Initial dictionary D = [D 1 , · · · , D C ], classifier's parameters W = [W 1 , · · · , W C ], regularization parameters {λ 1 , λ 2 , υ}, t 0 , T 1 , p. Output: Learned dictionary D and classifier's parameters W for t = 0 to T 1 do (1): Take a pair sample (x t , y) from training set (2): Compute a * according to (7) (3): Compute the active set:
: Update the parameters by a projected gradient step:
where p is the dimensionality of the sparse representation vector a * . More detail of the derivation of (10) can be found in [24] . Now, D and W can be updated iteratively as below,
where ρ t represents SGD learning rate, which can be chosen according to a heuristic rule [46] . After the iterative operations are completed on all training samples, we get the final W and D, which guarantees an optimized dictionary and classifier according to (8) . To accelerate the convergence of stochastic gradient descent algorithm, a classic mini-batch strategy is introduced into SGD.
An algorithm procedure for joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning is displayed in Algorithm 1, where the parameter T 1 represents the number of iterations of SGD, and t 0 is the initialization parameter associated with SGD learning rate.
B. MULTI-VIEW SPARSE REPRESENTATION
Let X= [x 1 ,x 2 , · · · ,x M ] be M views of the same target. In JSRC, it is assumed that all views select the same atoms for sparse representation. In other words, all these M views share a common sparse pattern at atom-level. This can be illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , where the number of views is M = 3, each column is a sparse coefficient vector corresponding to a single view, and each block represents a coefficient value. A white block means zero while others mean non-zero, and the darker the block, the larger the sparsity value As mentioned before, JSRC can extract inner correlation among multiple views, thus obtain better recognition performance than single view counterparts under SOC scenarios. However, inner correlation among multiple views of the same target becomes weaker under EOCs scenarios, which will degrade the performance of JSRC. In fact, multiple views of the same target contain some complementary information which may be useful for image classification but not utilized in JSRC.
In order to simultaneously extract inner correlation and complementary information among multiple views of the same target, we assume in MSRC-JSDC that multiple views share a similar sparse pattern at class-level. More specifically, multiple views can flexibly select representation atoms at class-level for sparse representation, which is depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
First of all, we define a new term called dynamic active set, g s =[g s (1), g s (2), · · · , g s (M )], to represent the row indices of a set of coefficients corresponding to the same class in the coefficient matrix A=[a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a M ], where s = 1, · · · , K , g s (m) is for m-th column of A and K is the sparsity level.
Secondly, a new vector is formed by coefficients which are selected from A by g s , denoted as
Then, for the sparse representation of M views, a new mixed norm is defined for A as below
As one can see from (13) and (14), 2 norm is applied over g s to sum up the strength of all atoms within a dynamic active set and then 0 norm across the 2 norm is employed to promote sparsity. Finally, the multi-view sparse representation used in MSRC-JSDC can be formulated aŝ
Solving (15) is also a challenging task due to the existence of mixed-norm constraint. Herein, an iterative algorithm [47] is employed to solve problem (15) , which is listed 
C. CLASSIFICATION RULE
In section 3.1, a supervised classifier is jointly learned during the dictionary learning. Here, a weighted regression strategy is designed to assign the identity of M views X= [x 1 ,x 2 ,
where the operation δ c (•) selects the coefficients corresponding to c-th class from a i , and ω i is the weight of i-th view. For simplicity, the parameter ω i (i = 1, · · · , M ) is set to 1 in our experiments.
D. ALGORITHM FLOWCHART
The whole flowchart of MSRC-JSDC can be drawn in Fig. 2 , where the upper is joint supervised dictionary learning in training stage, and the lower is multi-view sparse representation and classification in testing stage. In Algorithm 1 (joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning), the main computational complexity comes from the computation of a * and the update of D and W, which are realized by LAR and SGD, respectively. In each iteration of Algorithm 1, a * solved by LAR takes at most O(N 3 ) [44] , and the process of updating dictionary and classifier with SGD [46] method costs O(dN ) respectively. If Algorithm 1 converges within T 1 iteration steps, the upper bound of the total computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is at most O(T 1 N 3 ). That is to say, the computation complexity of the proposed method takes at most O(T 1 N 3 ) in training phase. However, considering that training procedure is generally offline learning in ATR system, so the computational complexity in training phase has less impact on ATR system compared with the testing phase. In what follows, we will analyze the computational complexity of test phase in detail.
In testing phase, the proposed method is divided into two steps, i.e. multiple views sparse coding and classification based on coding coefficients. The major computational complexity of multiple views sparse coding focuses on JSDM in Algorithm2 . As for M views, if sparse level is pre-set to K , JSDM costs at most O(MKCd 2 ) in each iteration [47] . If Algorithm 2 converges within T 2 iteration steps, sparse coding takes at most O(T 2 MKCd 2 ). In classification stage, if the size of dictionary is set to S, single view classification based on coding coefficients costs O(S). The multi-views classification takes O(MS). Therefore, the computational complexity of the proposed method is about O(T 2 MKCd 2 ) during testing. Referring to the relevant literatures [36] , [37] , the computational complexity of several multi-view methods during testing is summarized in Table 1 . From Table 1 , it is clear that the computation complexity of our proposed method has no advantage from the view of recognition performance improvement compared with other two multi-view method. This is due to the fact that the recognition performance and the computational complexity are in equilibrium with each other. To demonstrate this point in numerical testing, relevant experiment is conducted in section IV C.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the validity of the proposed method, extensive experiments are conducted on MSTAR database, which is a gallery captured using a 10GHz SAR sensor with 0.3m × 0.3m resolution in range and azimuth. All data sets in the MSTAR database are released by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory, and have been made publicly available [48] . SAR images in the MSTAR database are collected at various depression angles over the full aspect angles from 0 • -360 • . Some SAR images and their corresponding optical images are shown in Fig. 3 . The chip images are of around 128 × 128 pixels in size, and cropped to 64 × 64 pixels region of interest.
The MSTAR database consists of two sub-data sets, i.e., the standard operating condition (SOC) and various extent operating conditions (EOCs). Among them, EOCs includes some challenging scenarios, such as large depression variation, configuration variation and noise corruption scenarios and so forth. In the rest of this section, experiments are carried out under these two different conditions to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. Several state-of-the-art approaches, listed in Table 2 , are also tested for performance comparison.
As for multi-view methods, including JSR, JSR-LAD, MSRC-FF and MSRC-JSDC, multiple views are randomly selected between 0 • and 360 • azimuth to form the test samples and experimental results are averaged on 10 repetitions. In the following experiments, the batch size is set to 100, t 0 = T 1 /10, λ 1 = 0.1, λ 2 = 0, υ = 0.01 and p = 0.01.
A. VISUALIZATION OF SPARSE REPRESENTATION RESULTS AND RECONSTRUCTION ERRORS
In this section, we visually display the sparse representation results and classification error of MSRC-JSDC, compared with single-view SRC and JSRC. Considering a three-class problem and the targets include 2S1, BRDM2 and ZSU234. A query image (chip number: 50) is taken from ZSU234, and another two views are also randomly sampled from the same target. Supposing that the chip number of randomly captured other two images are 10 and 300 in the MSTAR database respectively. In this test, the size of class dictionary of the proposed method is set to 100, and the sparse level is set to 10.
The visualization results are shown in Fig. 4 , where the top row is sparse representation result and the bottom is the reconstruction error of each method. In Fig. 4 top, the position of each matchstick indicates that the atom located in this position is selected to represent the query sample, and the height of matchstick represents the sparse representation coefficient of testing sample on this atom. In Fig. 4 bottom, the height of each bar represents the reconstruction or classification error of testing sample on that target's dictionary, where red, green and blue bars correspond to 2S1, BRDM2 and ZSU234, respectively. The testing sample is classified to the target type whose error is minimum.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 top that most presentation atoms selected by JSRC and MSRC-JSDC come from ZSU234 while most atoms selected by SRC come from BRDM2. Consequently, SRC assigns a wrong identity (BRDM2) to the testing sample (which is from ZSU234), while the two multi-view methods, JSRC and MSRC-JSDC, can classify it correctly, as can be seen from Fig. 4 bottom. The results demonstrate that the two multi-view algorithms perform better than the single-view one. Moreover, it is worth noting that in MSRC-JSDC the differences among three classification errors are more distinct and larger than those in JSRC, which indicates more discriminative ability of MSRC-JSDC.
B. PERFORMANCE TEST UNDER SMALL DEPRESSION ANGLE VARIATION
In this section, we test the effectiveness of the proposed method under SOC scenario. In this scenario, images at depression angle 17 • are selected as training set, while the ones at depression angle 15 • are used for testing. Clearly, the depression angle variation between training set and testing set is small. The detail of experimental dataset is listed in Table 3 . Following previous studies [36] - [38] , the number of view is set to 3, and the size of the class dictionary of each target is set to 100 in MSRC-JSDC. Other parameters are set experimentally. The average recognition rate of each method is given in Table 4 . Fig. 5 shows the confusion matrices of each method.
As can be seen from Table 4 , all methods achieve an average recognition rate over 90% under SOC scenario. The reason is that most ATR algorithms can extract robust features under small target depression angle variation scenario. Nevertheless, it is clear that all multi-view approaches outperform single view methods, which indicates that multi-view joint recognition strategy is benefit for SAR ATR. Moreover, one can see that MSRC-JSDC and JSR-LAD get comparable recognition results. This is because that they can obtain more recognition information by using special dictionary construction strategy. In terms of average recognition performance, the proposed method is 7.34%, 5.28%, 4.08%, 3.13%, 0.62% better than SVM, SRC, LC-KSVD, JSRC, JSR-LAD, respectively. We can see from Fig. 5 that all methods are prone to confuse BMP2 and 72, perhaps because the two targets are somewhat similar in appearance, as shown in Fig. 3 . Also, it can be observed that single view methods are also difficult to distinguish BTR60 and BRDM2 correctly while multiview methods improve this deficiency. By comparing the diagonal elements of each confusion matrix, one can see that MSRC-JSDC can obtain over 90% recognition rate for 165134 VOLUME 7, 2019 H. Ren et al.: Joint Supervised Dictionary and Classifier Learning for Multi-View SAR Image Classification each target while other methods cannot, which indicates the proposed method is promising in SAR ATR.
C. PERFORMANCE TEST UNDER LARGE DEPRESSION VARIATION
It is well known that SAR images are sensitive to a variety of extended operating conditions (EOCs) scenarios including large depression variation, configuration variants and noise corruption. Performances of most SAR ATR algorithms degrade seriously under these EOCs scenarios. Consequently, SAR image classification under EOCs scenarios is a challenging issue.
In this section, a set of experiments are performed under large depression angle variation scenarios. Three military targets, 2S1, BRDM2, and ZSU234 are employed for experiments, among which BRDM2 and ZSU234 have some articulated variants in different scenarios. These target articulations and occlusions such as target open hatch or rotated gun turret are universal phenomena in real scenarios. Fig. 6 displays the standard and the articulated ZSU234 taken at the different depression angles.
In this scenario, SAR images are captured at different depression angles. Images at depression angle 17 • are selected for training, while the ones at depression angles Table 5 . The experimental setups are same as section 4.2. Fig. 7 plots the average recognition rate of each algorithm in the form of a histogram, where horizontal axis represents the depression angle of testing images, and vertical axis denotes recognition rate.
As can be seen from Fig. 7 , when images at 30 • depression angle are used for test, i.e., the depression angle changes between training set and testing set is 13 • , all methods can get relatively satisfactory recognition results. This is due to that the global and local features of the SAR image can be still preserved at such a moderate depression angle change. Moreover, it can be observed that all SRC-based methods can achieve better performance than SVM. This is because that SAR images are sensitive to target pose and thus pose estimation procedure is usually necessary to traditional ATR algorithms, yet we didn't conduct any pose estimation in this paper. So, our experimental results further indicate the merits of SRC-based method in SAR ATR. We can also see that the proposed MSRC-JSDC performs better than competitors and achieves a recognition rate up to 98.29% with this moderate depression angle change.
However, when images at 45 • depression angle are used for test, i.e., the depression angle changes between training and testing set is 28 • , all methods suffer dramatic performance degradation, as shown in Fig. 7 . This is due to the fact that it is very difficult to extract robust features from SAR images under such a large depression angle variation. In contrast, the proposed method can still achieve a recognition rate of 75.82% and perform better than the reference methods. Furthermore, it can be found that the recognition rate of MSRC-JSDC is 5.09% and 4.77% higher than those of JSRC and JSR-LAD, respectively. This is due to the fact that MSRC-JSDC can not only extract correlation information, but also mine complementary information between multiple views. When depression angle changes from 30 • to 45 • , the recognition rate degradation is 22.47% for MSRC-JSDC, compared to 22.86% for LD_KSVD, 24.10%for JSR-LAD, 25.63% for JSRC, 29.79% for SRC and 30.76% for SVM. Therefore, we can say that the proposed method is more robust to large depression angle variation than other methods.
SAR target recognition consists of two phases, i.e., offline training and online testing. Among them, the real-time performance of online testing phase is the most important for SAR target recognition system. Table 6 lists the average running time taken by each method to recognize single SAR image or a set of multi-view SAR images. All experiments are performed on personal computer (CPU: i7, RAM = 32G, Matlab2014b). It can be seen that MSRC-JSDC has no advantage over other SRC-based methods in time computational complexity. The main reason is that sparse coding based on new sparse constraint need to take more time to extract inner correlation and complementary information among multiple views. We all know the fact that time computation of algorithm generally increases as performance improves. Therefore, this testing result is also predictable. In the future work, we will try to make it run fast. 
D. CONFIGURATION RECOGNITION TEST
In many real application scenarios, it is common to load different configurations such as gun, battery and oiltank to the same target. As is shown in Fig. 8 , different configurations (gun, antenna and oiltank) are assembled on tank T72. In this section, we test the performance of the proposed method for different target configuration recognition. Four military targets, BMP2, T72, BTR60 and T62 are employed in this experiment, among which BMP2 and BTR60 are armored personnel carrier, while T72 and T62 are tank. BMP2 and T72 have several configurations with small structural modifications respectively. SAR images taken at 17 • depression angle are selected as training set, while the other collected at 15 • depression angle are used for testing. The experimental dataset is summarized in Table 7 . Noted that SN_9563 for BMP2 and SN_132 for T72 are used for training while the other configurations (SN_9566, SN_C21, SN_812, SN_S7) are utilized for testing, so target configurations for testing are not contained in the training set. The experimental setups are same as section 4.2. The performance comparison of different approaches is shown in Fig. 9 , where both the confusion matrices and the average recognition rate are given. From Fig. 9 , it can be seen that all methods other than SVM can achieve higher than 90% recognition rate. This further shows that SRC-based algorithms has some advantages in SAR configuration recognition task compared to conventional classification methods. The reason may be that the target to be recognized has only tiny local structural differences compared to the training dataset, while some global features such as target contour and shadow are still retained in this scenario. Furthermore, there is a similar phenomenon to Fig. 5 in IV B, it is still easy for all competitors to confuse the configurations of BMP2 and T72, yet MSRC-JSDC still performs well.
As for multi-view methods including MSRC-JSDC, JSRC and JSR-LAD, they can extract the correlation information embedded in multiple views, thus these approaches perform better than other single views methods, as can be seen in Fig. 9 . MSRC-JSDC performs best and achieves a recognition rate of 99.33% on average, which is 2.66% higher than JSRC and 1.68% higher than JSR-LAD. Consequently, the experimental results indicate that the proposed MSRC-JSDC is effective for SAR target recognition under configuration variation.
E. EFFECT OF DICTIONARY SIZE
As we all known, collecting a large amount of SAR images is a challenging task. SAR ATR algorithms must remain considerably robust in case of limited training samples. In this experiment, we consider to investigate the effects of dictionary size on the recognition performance of MSRC-JSDC. A summary of the experimental dataset is given in Table 8 . For comparison, other SRC-based algorithms including SRC, MSRC-FF, JSRC and JSR-LAD are also tested. The class dictionary size is set to 10, 20, 40, 80, 100, 120 and 150, respectively.
The recognition rate of each method versus dictionary size are plotted in Fig. 10 . As can be seen, the performance of MSRC-JSDC performs better than the reference methods under all dictionary sizes. These results demonstrate that our proposed MSRC-JSDC is more robust with limited training samples. SRC performs the worst especially with small training samples, this is reasonable because that it has proved SRC needs a complete sample space to get good classification results [17] .
As compared with LC-KSVD, which is also a dictionary learning method, one can see that MSRC-JSDC performs much better than LC-KSVD at all time. Here are two possible reasons. First, MSRC-JSDC updates the dictionary atoms iteratively according to the classification error, which helps to improve the representation ability of the learned dictionary. Second, making use of multiple views also plays an important role in MSRC-JSDC.
F. PERFORMANCE TEST UNDER DIFFERENT VIEW NUMBERS
In this section, we assess the effects of different view numbers on the performance of the proposed algorithm. Three other multiple views algorithms including MSRC-FF, JSRC and JSR-LAD are also tested for comparison. The experimental dataset is same as IV B. The number of views ranges from 2 to 10 and other parameters are set experimentally. The average recognition rate obtained by each method under different view numbers are summarized in Table 9 . It can be seen clearly that MSRC-JSDC performs better than other reference methods under each view number. Moreover, the performance of MSRC-JSDC fluctuates slightly with the change of view numbers, while the recognition rate of JSRC fluctuates greatly. One possible reason is that the correlation of randomly captured multiple views in JSRC is uncertain. If multiple views randomly captured have weak inner correlation, less useful information can be extracted from multiple views. Additionally, JSRC only extracts inner correlation while the proposed MSRC-JSDC utilizes both complementary information and inner correlation. MSRC-FF fuses multiple views by using PCA, which only extracts global features, so MSRC-FF has some limitations for multiple views recognition tasks.
It is worth noting that JSR-LAD can achieve comparable recognition results to our proposed MSRC-JSDC. This is expected since JSR-LAD can extract some differences and inner correlation information among multiple views through a two-level dictionary construction. However, MSRC-JSDC is still superior to JSR-LAD. One reason may be that MSRC-JSDC learns a more discriminative sparse model from training set while JSR-LAD does not. The experimental results demonstrate that MSRC-JSDC is more robust to view number than other reference methods for SAR ATR.
G. RECOGNITION UNDER NOISE CORRUPTION
In real situation, SAR images may be corrupted by complex noise coming from environment and radar system itself. Considering that the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) of original SAR images in the MSTAR database is more than 30dB, it is necessary to add more noise to further evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Thus, complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is add to original SAR images from frequency domain according to the SNR which is defined below [36] , [38] .
where f (i, j) is the complex frequency data corresponding to the original SAR image, H and W represent the size of the SAR image in frequency domain, and σ 2 is the variance of complex Gaussian noise. Experimental dataset is same as IV B. Images for testing are corrupted by different levels of noise, while training images are not corrupted. A set of corrupted SAR images is displayed in Fig. 11 . Fig. 12 draws the recognition rate of various methods at different SNR levels. Apparently, all SRC based ATR algorithms outperform SVM at different SNR levels. This point has been proven that SRC based methods are more robust than conventional methods toward noise corruption [38] . Broadly speaking, each method suffers performance degradation as SNR reduces from 30dB to 0dB. However, both two dictionary learning methods, MSRC-JSDC and LCKSVD, show slower performance degradation than other SRC-based methods, which further shows that it is necessary to learn a discriminant dictionary from training samples for sparse representation based ATR algorithm. Even at 0dB, MSRC-JSDC still achieves a recognition rate higher than 75%, while other reference methods suffer from dramatic performance degradation. Especially, SVM only achieves about 50% at 0dB. One can see that the performance of MSRC-JSDC consistently performs better than the reference methods at different SNR levels. Therefore, the experimental results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm is more robust to Gaussian white noise corruption.
Random noise is also common in SAR image. To add random noise to original SAR images, we randomly select a percent of pixels from each of testing image, and then replace their pixel values (intensity) with independent and identically distributed samples drawn from a uniform distribution U[0, u max ], where u max is the largest possible pixel value. The percentage of corrupted pixels vary from 5%-30%. A set of images contaminated with different level of random noise is shown in Fig. 13 . Fig. 14 plots the recognition rate of each method versus different levels of noise corruption. Again, the proposed MSRC-JSDC is consistently superior to all reference methods. And as we except, all SRC-based methods perform better than SVM. As the percentage of noise corruption increases, all methods suffer performance degradation.
However, the degradation trends of the two dictionary learning methods, LC-KSVD and MSRC-JSDC, are obviously slower than others. This again demonstrates the importance of dictionary learning for SAR ATR.
In a word, experimental results in this section demonstrate that our proposed MSRC-JSDC is effective in noise corruption environment and more robust compared with other reference methods.
H. RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we compare the proposed method with three deep learning based methods applied to SAR target recognition. These methods are multi-view deep convolution neural network (VDCNN) [50] and two currently published deep convolution neural networks (DCNNs) [13] , [51] . The experimental setup is same as section IV B. Recognition rate for each method under SOC scenario are listed in Table 10 , In Table 10 , the results are cited from the related literature [13] , [50] .
As can be seen from Table 10 , the recognition performance of our proposed MSRC-JSDC is comparative to 3-VDCNN, and is superior to the other two DCNN methods. The corresponding analysis is summarized as follows.
(1) As for multi-view methods, i.e., MSRC-JSDC and 3-VDCNN, the performance of MSRC-JSDC is slightly inferior to 3-VDCNN. One reason is in 3-VDCNN that the aspect angle interval between two adjacent SAR views is limited to a certain range so that more discriminant features can be extracted easily while MSRC-JSDC does not. However, this strict constraint of 3-VDCNN on view interval is impractical especially in non-cooperative SAR target recognition scenarios. On the contrary, our proposed MSRC-JSDC can jointly recognize a set of randomly collected multiple views, which is very flexible for SAR target recognition.
(2) Compared with other two deep learning methods, MSRC-JSDC obviously outperforms two DCNN. This may be attributed to that MSRC-JSDC can extract more recognition information from multiple views, while DCNN can only obtain limited information from single SAR image at a time. Therefore, our proposed method is superior to some popular deep learning based approaches in SAR target recognition field.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new multi-view SRC algorithm based on joint supervised dictionary and classifier learning, called MSRC-JSDC, for SAR image classification. MSRC-JSDC can learn a supervised dictionary from training samples by utilizing label information, which helps to improve the classification performance compared with the predefined dictionary. Moreover, the dictionary learning procedure is adjusted by the back-propagation of classification error so that the representation capability of the dictionary can be further enhanced. In the meantime, a supervised classifier is jointly designed during dictionary learning procedure, which can again enhance the classification performance. Besides, by flexibly selecting dictionary atoms at classlevel for multi-view sparse representation, MSRC-JSDC can mine both inner correlation and complementary information among multiple views of the same target, which significantly improves recognition performance, especially in various EOCs scenarios. Extensive experiments are performed on the MSTAR database, and some state-of-the-art methods such as SVM, SRC, JSRC, JSR-LAD, MSRC-FF and LC-KSVD are employed for comparison. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has better performance than the reference methods and is more robust to depression variation, configuration variants, view number, dictionary size, and noise corruption.
